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Chapter 2380
At this time, it was the busiest time in this small border town.

The war in Longshan Mountain brought a flow of people. Although the three major
families hurriedly retreated to the headquarters after being attacked, relatively speaking,
the border town became the best place for these scattered people.

At noon, the taverns, inns, and even roadside stalls in the city are already crowded with
people.

Countless scattered people from the rivers and lakes gather here, singing and drinking,
or talking five and six drinking and talking to the sky, and some people talk intimately,
seemingly discussing something, and some people are playing with their treasures, or
showing off or selling them. .

In short, this border town ushered in an extraordinary excitement unprecedented in
history.

The largest restaurant in the city is called Yan Jue Lou.

The largest and most luxurious restaurant in the city.

However, at noon, the Yanjue building was already full of drinkers, the seats were so
high, the busy shopkeeper Xiao Er was dizzy, and many people from the rivers and
lakes were also refreshed, simply taking wine and food by themselves.

“The Battle of the Dragon Mountain is wonderful.”

“That’s not the case. The three high-ranking families are nothing more than that. They
were first beaten by George, and then by the demons. It’s funny to think about it.”

“The demons’ sneak attack still occupies the terrain. If they do it with real swords and
guns, they are not the opponents of the three major families. Therefore, it must be said
that George is awesome. Yes, that’s really a person against the two true gods, fcuking
them desperately, capable, and angry!”

“What I said is, when I talk about George, I can’t help but think of his shamelessness.
The heroic posture, that incredible awesome, oh, think about it, I’m so fcuking excited,
come on, drink!”

“Drink!”

Several big guys couldn’t help shouting excitedly.



On the side table, several swordsmen in luxurious clothes also gently lifted the wine, as
if using this gesture to worship George’s spirit in the sky.

“I said Sister Ziqing, what are you doing in a daze, eating vegetables.” After a few big
guys finished drinking, they looked back at the two women beside them.

One woman is in white clothes with plain hair, and the purple love is like an immortal,
called purple love.

Seeing the big man talking, the beautiful woman in white, Ziqing suddenly turned her
head: “Ah, big brother…”

“Haha, my Seventh Sister misses a man!” The next big man couldn’t help but laughed.

A ridicule suddenly caused a group of big guys to roar with laughter, and there were also
guests at several other tables who had been listening to them bragging and chatting.
Now they heard this and couldn’t help laughing.

Ziqing’s face was flushed immediately, and her little hand gently rolled her sleeves to
suppress her tension: “Big brother nonsense, there is no way for Ziqing.”

“Big brother, don’t make fun of Seven Sisters.” The woman in green clothes next to you,
too. Could not help laughing.

“Ah, what kind of teasing is this? This male eldest man should be married, and the
female eldest daughter should be married. Everyone knows me that although the five
strange and ugly Jiangbei monsters, the two sisters are like immortals and jade,
especially my seventh sister purple. Love, it is even more like a fish and a wild goose,
the moon is shameful, the country is all over the country, the beauty is a disaster…” The
boss racked his brains, said nonsense, and said all the idioms he had only one to five to
ten.

“Isn’t it? The so-called talents match beautiful women, heroes match beautiful women.
My Seventh Sister is already a young girl. It should be a good thing to like boys. Seventh
Sister is born beautiful, and George is also considered a heroic hero, who loves hard
love. That’s normal too.” The other big man said.

“Today Viagra to South Korea three thousand, how many women want the world to
follow him, Qi Mei has such a thought, is not surprising.”

Several Han you a mouth I have a mouth, did not care, it touches the side of Qimei Zi
Qingshuo’s face was even more flushed.

The battle in the land of the trapped dragon is indeed vivid, and George’s incomparable
British capital and that handsome face are also imprinted in his heart.

Whenever I think of it, Ziqing has a deep infatuation and a feeling of rapid heartbeat.



Prince Chuchen, but so, if you have a husband, you can’t ask for it.

She likes George.

This heart throbbed for him for the first time.

On this point, Ziqing has nothing to deny.

Even, many young girls in the world have the same thoughts as her, and she knows this
very clearly.

It’s just that I was a little embarrassed to be told so in public by the eldest brother.

It’s just that Ziqing’s smile is an incomprehensible thing of beauty, and it makes
everyone around

me be obsessed with dementia. It’s also because this girl was born such a god,
everyone’s attention is on her. As for George walking in at this time, no one noticed it,
even the store did not pay attention.

George glanced sideways at the group of people. After all, they were talking about
themselves. George inevitably took a look and took a closer look, but he was also a little
surprised by the beauty of this purple love.

It’s not as good as Lu Ruoxin’s temperament, nor the frosty world of Qin Shuang, but
she has her unique Xiaojiabiyu, shy and lovely, and her fair and tender skin that can be
broken by a bomb is almost out of water, and her delicate features are like a fairy.
Sculptural, it makes people feel like spring breeze when smiling.

If Lu Ruoxin’s beauty is the best in the world, and Qin Shuang’s beauty is unparalleled in
the world, then this woman’s beauty is the only one in the world.

However, beauty returns to beauty. For George, it was just another look. He turned his
head slightly, took Mo Yang and the three of them to sit down, and then gently beckoned,
and signaled Xiao Er to come over.

Although Xiao Er was busy, someone greeted him specially and hurried over.

However, he was so busy that he didn’t even have time to look at George. He just buried
his head mechanically, waiting for George to ask for something, so he could keep it in
his notebook.

“It is said that the Jiangbei Seven Monsters are better than the other, but I did not expect
that there are two beauties among the Seven Monsters, especially this girl in white
clothes.”

“It’s not right, but I can’t figure out how such a big beauty can go with the five monsters.”



“The red flower needs green leaves, but the green leaves are too green.”

A group of people whispered to this . Ear canal.

“However, such a beautiful woman actually loves George. This time, George is really
beautiful.”

“So young can break the class’s direct confrontation with the true god, and the limit of
young talents may also be this Han. Three thousand, this is normal.”

“Unfortunately, that is, this George is dead, otherwise, as long as he is willing to hook his
fingers, the world’s beautiful women don’t know how many people die with him. Let’s
separate camp. Here, I have heard many beautiful women love him all the way.” A

group of people nodded, but at this time, an out-of-date voice suddenly appeared.
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“You will also say that George is dead? Since he is dead, isn’t it that there is nothing?
God or devil, after all, death is waste. “

At this moment, behind the crowd, above the hall pavilion, a young man slowly stood up.

The demeanor is partial, wearing white clothes and holding a paper fan.

After a few words, he immediately succeeded in drawing everyone’s attention to him.

George couldn’t help but raised his eyes, and saw that this person was young and
well-dressed, and he was definitely not an ordinary person.

“D@mn, what the hell are you talking about? Do you dare to insult our passing demon
god George? If you want to die, we can do you well.”

“That’s right, insulting George, that ‘s something We were right, and wanted to survive,
first ask me this knife and it promised or not!”

“fcuk, apologize immediately!”

Many people stood up with outrage. For them, George completely conquered them. , Is
also one of their spiritual totems. After all, he is really the first person who dares to
challenge the true god as a scattered person. Many people regard it as an idol or a goal
of struggle.

This son openly insulted George, which naturally attracted a lot of dissatisfaction from
other people.



The man wasn’t in a hurry. As he slowly got up, all the masters beside him stood up one
by one. They were burly in shape and breathed out, and at a glance, they knew what the
hidden masters were.

“Hehe, what good is it for you to blow George to the gods? Returning to the devil? To me,
it’s just a funny past.” After speaking, he walked down the pavilion slowly a few steps,
and came to it. Next to Ziqing.

The more I look at it, the more I like it, and the more I look at it, the more I am excited.

Beauty is simply beautiful to the bones of a person.

Gently smiled at Ziqing, the next second, this guy’s face suddenly became fierce, and
his feet just moved.

boom!

The ground cast by the boulder immediately cracked into a huge pothole.

“Wow!” The

crowd was immediately shocked.

“This guy… terrifying energy. It’s just a pile of feet and the ground has to collapse.
What’s the origin?”

The people who had just condemned collectively, their faces were cold and scared at
this time, they could only steal. Whispers, quietly discussing the identity of this guy.

“Anything that dies is nothing but rubbish, and I am the demon god you are really going
to face.” Seeing that shocked everyone, this guy smiled with satisfaction, flicked his fan,
stroked his hair, and put on a self-confession. Very handsome action: “In the Xia Tianji
Palace, Chen Shimin.”

“My son is also the future head of the Tianji Palace.” Doglegs was also at this time, just
right, proudly raising a thumb and introducing him in praise.

“Really, this guy is actually a disciple of Tianji Palace on the island!”

“This Tianji Palace is mysterious and unpredictable. It is said that although there are not
many people in the gate, all of them are masters in the hidden world.”

“The worst elder is also In the stage of punishing evil, many masters of the Eight
Desolation Realm, especially their masters, have heard that they have passed the
Sanxian Tribulation from the Eight Desolation Realm many years ago. However, this
school has always been very hidden and whereabouts. It is even more unpredictable.
Many times on the rivers and lakes, I only hear the legends and not see the people. I did
not expect to see them here today.”



“It seems that the rumors in the Tianji Palace are indeed not bad, but the young man has
such a strong cultivation base. , Tianji Palace does have something.”

Many people can’t help nodding secretly, praising the so-called future head of Chen
Shimin.

“Huh, what about Tianji Palace? It’s not like hiding the head and tail in the Battle of
Khunlongshan, George is so unexplored in your eyes, why didn’t I see you killing the
dragon on Khunlongshan and fighting against the two gods?” Jiang Bei The boss of the
Seven Monsters contemptuously said.

In his eyes, George was the true hero who dared to fight and fight, and he naturally
couldn’t catch his eye on this kind of dude.

“Hehe, it seems that the Jiangbei Seven Monsters are not only strange, but their brains
are not so good.” Chen Shimin disdainfully waved the fan and laughed coldly.

The boss of the Jiangbei Seven Monsters suddenly slapped the table and wanted to
stand up angrily: “What the fcuk are you talking about?”

However, the boss was quite embarrassed at this station. Chen Shimin just put a fan on
his shoulders and let him No matter how hard it is for the whole person to stand up, it is
even more profusely perspiring under the condition of excessive force.

In the next second, Chen Shimin’s fan shook, and the body of the boss of the Jiangbei
Seven Monsters immediately sat back on the bench. At this time, Chen Shimin moved
forward and came to the Seven Monsters, disdainfully said: “A bunch of idiots, I It’s not
because the general is charging forward, and Shuai always strategizes from the rear.”

“So, George is dead, and I am still standing there.”

Hearing his words, Jiang Bei The boss of the seven monsters immediately looked at him
dissatisfied: “What do you mean by this?”

“Aren’t you trying to tell me that George is your

subordinate ?” Chen Shimin retracted his fan and stood back. After a while, the whole
body People laughed violently, and everyone who laughed was puzzled and strange.
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George also frowned, and looked at this Chen Shimin carefully. In the impression, he
and Chen Shimin didn’t know each other, they should have never had any intersection.

However, at this moment, Chen Shimin finished his laughter, and the corners of his
mouth twitched, and said coldly: “My man? George is also worthy of being his young
master’s man? It’s just a dog of my young master.”



“Dog?”

“What nonsense is this guy talking about? George is also a devil no matter what, this kid
is disrespectful, and dare to say that George is a dog, fcuking, I can’t bear it anymore.
“No

, there are some people that you can disrespect, but after all, they’re there, so you can’t
trample them at will.”

“Yes, I still have some respect for the mysterious Tianji Palace.” Right now his disciple is
so shameless, which really disappoints me.”

“Bah, this Tianji Palace has shown me what stinky shamelessness is.”

Many people immediately contempt Chen Shimin’s statement. I have never seen such a
shameless person.

“He said that to you, why don’t we go and beat him up?” How long did Dao Twelve and
George confuse, how can anyone allow others to slander George like this, and he will
run away on the spot.

George smiled slightly, did not speak, but let Dao Twelve take good care of the menu
and choose some dishes he likes to order.

After all, as far as George was concerned, he really couldn’t be guilty of being angry with
these bleak things.

Mo Yang was not surprised, if George cared about these rumors so much, he would not
be George.

“Oh, so most people in the world are stupid, you can see it.” Faced with the accusations
of everyone, Chen Shimin didn’t blush at all, and his acting was so realistic that he hit
Oscar directly.

“My son, people, there are many people who are always fools, so that they can be called
sentient beings. Otherwise, if they are all so smart, there will be no three or six or nine
points in this world.” Dogleg also sarcastically said just right.

After finishing speaking, this dogleg glanced at the dissatisfied people with disdain, and
said coldly: “How can these people know that George is just a small disciple of the
nothingness sect. If you don’t have your son’s careful guidance, how can it be suddenly?
What about the leaps and bounds of progress? Without the various resources and ways
you gave him, how could he shake the world step by step?”

“What do you mean by this? Talking for a long time, it means that George is still your
son. Can the apprentice become a student?” Someone questioned.



“The apprentice is not counted as my son. At best, it is just the watchdog that my son
has taught some skills.”

“I just didn’t expect a watchdog to be admired like this by you. If you really have a brain,
It’s better to worship my son.” After the

doglegs finished speaking proudly, Chen Shimin also shook his fan very cooperatively,
putting on a handsome appearance.

However, his eyes had been staring at the woman named Ziqing at this time, and his
intention couldn’t be more obvious.

“Just blow it up, I can still say that I am George’s grandfather! A man who has been
guilty of fame, George is dead now, of course you can say anything.”

“That’s not it.”

These few words alone, Many people naturally do not believe it.

It was a little pure purple, looking at Chen Shimin with a complicated look, which made
Chen Shimin feel very happy.

“Seven sisters, don’t listen to him talking nonsense!” The boss has a rich experience in
the world, so naturally he doesn’t want to eat this one, and immediately said coldly to his
seven sisters.

Ziqing nodded obediently, and quickly looked away.

At this moment, Chen Shimin was immediately dissatisfied: “fcuk, the Seven Devils of
Jiangbei, since you don’t believe it, I will give you a little bit of color!”

“Sky fire, moon wheel!”

Boom!

As this guy yelled, a ball of flames rose from his left hand, and his right hand was also
tangled with purple electricity.

When seeing him look like this, someone suddenly couldn’t stop exclaiming.

Because the sky fire moon wheel itself is one of the pronouns of George.

It’s just that the layman would be like this, but the insider can tell that although the fire
moon wheel of this day looks very similar to George’s sky fire moon wheel in some
angles, it’s really insignificant if you look closely , The grade difference between the two
sides is not just a little bit.



The old nature of the Seven Monsters in Jiangbei can tell at a glance, how can someone
coax his sister like this, and pretend to be his idol, suddenly sneer: “Don’t pretend to be
a god here.” As

soon as the voice fell, he turned back and attacked. past.

But strangely speaking, Chen Shimin was just a flash, took the opportunity to slap, and
for a while, the seven monsters’ boss was directly used to force it, and his whole body
suddenly lost his balance, and he staggered forward and rushed forward.

With a bang.

His body suddenly smashed on a table in front of him, and he would have fallen very
hard, but at this time, his arms were held by both hands.

This table happened to be the table where George was.

“Thank you!” The boss was grateful when he saw someone helping him.

George raised his head slightly and smiled: “You’re welcome!”
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